
 

 

Fieldwork-Based Instruction for Mastery 
 

 
 

Fieldwork-based instruction for mastery is designed to make the best use of existing resources 
abroad to create engaging activities that deepen student learning, test skills, push students out of 
their comfort zone and provide formative assessment towards mastery. These activities, when 
started early and done often, can create an understanding of “school” that is exciting, challenging 
and enjoyable for students in ways that can differ greatly from their current understanding of 
education. 

 
The activities involved in fieldwork-based instruction should be skills-based and when at all 
possible, encourage learning through direct action on the part of the student. As with all effective 
experiential learning, time should be allotted for reflection -- the most crucial element of 
well-designed experiential education. To grossly oversimplify this structure, you can look at the 
following equations: 
 

Experience + no reflection = Tourism 
No experience + reflection = Navel-gazing 
No experience + no reflection = Boredom 
Experience + reflection = Properly designed experiential education 

 
For the purposes of a program that cites intercultural learning as an explicit goal, the equation 
should include empathy exercises or perspective-taking activities as well. The ideal equation 
would then look something like this: 
 

Experience + perspective-taking + reflection = Experiential, intercultural education. 
 

Keep in mind that perspective-taking and empathy exercises can take place during both the action 
phase and the reflection phase of instruction. Students may be challenged to engage in an activity 

 



 

from someone else’s perspective or asked to reflect on any activity that they engaged in from a 
different perspective. This ability to think laterally, or view reality from different viewpoints, not 
only increases the chances that students will show gains in intercultural competence, but also 
gains in divergent thinking skills (creativity). 
 
What do students actually do in fieldwork-based instruction? 
The transition from a traditional school structure to a structure based on experience can be 
challenging. Without deliberate planning of the experience, we often limit ourselves to two modes 
of experience which we feel comfortable with: interviews and the act of seeing something in 
person. A properly designed interview experience can serve as the cornerstone of an experience 
yet the act of simply seeing something in person should rarely serve as the cornerstone and needs 
much more "meat" in order for it to function well. 
 
Activities that are designed to engage students in fieldwork-based learning could fall in the 
categories listed below. It is important to note that a well-designed activity often falls in multiple 
categories. If a student experience is not varied and appropriately challenging, students quickly 
lose interest. It is also important to work with students to understand that work outside of school 
is neither a race nor a scavenger hunt. (Unless, of course, it is deliberately a scavenger hunt.) 
 

Fieldwork Activity Categories (a living list) 
The following list of activity categories is the beginning of a long-term project to explore and 
catalogue a number of activities and activity types that can be woven into a program that has a 
deliberate fieldwork element. It is a living list in recognition that SYA is in the beginning stages of 
this transition. We know that the list will continue to grow and change as we move through the 
process. 
 
Observation 
Activities in this category require students to more closely observe a place or situation and find or 
explore details that would not be immediately visible to the casual observer. While these activities 
can be as simple as the collection of information related to a certain monument or site visit, they 
should require students to maintain focus on a singular task for an extended period of time.  
 
Useful for SYA Mastery Credits: 

● CA7b - Focused Observation 
Student demonstrates the ability to engage in deep observation of ideas and their environment. 

● CA2d - Screenless Skills 

Student displays the ability to thoughtfully and effectively engage in technology-free experiences 

through technology-free pledges, challenges or other work. 

● CA4f - Cultural Norms 

Student demonstrates the ability to authentically emulate and participate in the cultural norms of 

the host country.  

 

 



 

 
Documentation 
Activities in this category require students to formally document a particular aspect of the place 
they are visiting. This usually takes the form of a video, photograph or short text written to 
document their participation in the activity. It should be noted that this is often the “default 
activity” for students outside of school. It is not particularly challenging for students and should, to 
the extent possible, be combined with another activity category. That being said, documentation 
is still a good option for demonstrating that students did in fact engage in the activity, plus it 
provides material for student portfolios or reflection exercises. 
 

Useful for SYA Mastery Credits: 
● CA2b - Physical Independence 

Student can skillfully navigate unknown places and situations using local resources such as visual 

and auditory clues, knowledge of cultural norms and information from strangers. Student can use 

high- and low-tech tools to efficiently travel from one place to another with missing or unreliable 

information. 

● CA3b - Virtual Collaboration  

Student demonstrates effective and frequent technological collaboration with others, including 

students and faculty at other SYA campuses.  

● CA5B - Research Skills 

Student demonstrates the ability to recognize and utilize high-quality sources, both primary and 

secondary. 

● CA6f - Environmental Consciousness  

Student demonstrates a commitment to responsible use of resources and protection of the local 

environment. 

 
Perspective taking 
Perspective taking exercises require students to complete a task or take part in an experience 
from the perspective of someone other than themselves. This person could be historical, literary 
or simply culturally different from the student. 
 

Useful for SYA Mastery Credits: 
● CA4a - Perspective Taking  

Student displays knowledge of local perspectives on common issues and demonstrates the ability 

to frame a complex argument using a local cultural lens.  

● CA4e- Empathy 

Student demonstrates a complex understanding of the local culture and its people based on an 

in-depth exploration of cultural norms and a contextualization of those norms through comparison 

with home or other cultures. 

 
 

 



 

 
Interaction 
Interaction activities require students to interact with people from the host culture or another 
culture other than that of their host country or their own. It could be as simple as basic 
communication related to information gathering or commerce. Likewise it could be a more 
elaborate exercise designed to engage students in perspective taking. 
 

Useful for SYA Mastery Credits: 
● CA5B - Research Skills 

Student demonstrates the ability to recognize and utilize high-quality sources, both primary and 

secondary. 

● CA3e - Community Ambassador 

Student displays the ability to serve as a link between school and the local community by seeking 

out opportunities for collaboration and helps facilitate a strong relationship between their school 

and the broader community.  

. 

Navigation 
Navigation activities are designed to challenge students to find things, sometimes with confusing 
or incomplete information. These exercises often include the use of public transportation and 
traditional modes of navigation (such as maps or asking for directions). In some cases, these 
activities also call on students to solve riddles in order to discover the destination they are 
seeking. 
 

Useful for SYA Mastery Credits: 
● CA2d - Screenless Skills 

Student displays the ability to thoughtfully and effectively engage in technology-free experiences 

through technology-free pledges, challenges or other work. 

● CA2b - Physical Independence 

Student can skillfully navigate unknown places and situations using local resources such as visual 

and auditory clues, knowledge of cultural norms and information from strangers. Student can use 

high- and low-tech tools to efficiently travel from one place to another with missing or unreliable 

information. 

 

Examples: 
 
The Thoughtful Shopper 
Activity Categories: Observation, Documentation and Interaction. Possibly Navigation. 
 
Before visiting the local market, students make a list of local products in season. They then speak 
with their host families to make a short list of seasonal ingredients that can be combined to make 
a dish. While at the market, students are asked to sit in a place where they can see a portion of 

 



 

the market and observe and sketch the scene in their notebook, paying attention to cultural cues 
like how people stand in line, if people are allowed to touch the food and which stands seem to be 
popular and why. Students should also try to identify which vendors are producers and which are 
resale operations. 
 
Next, students need to purchase the correct items in the correct quantities, while gathering as 
much information as possible. Students should purchase from producers if possible. They should 
find out where the food was grown/produced, how far away that is, what processes were used, 
etc… The goal is to have a broad view of the local produce culture and the community’s role in it. 
This experience is then used in several follow-up and reflective exercises.  
 
 
An Endangered Neighborhood - Activity for Valencia, Spain 
Activity Categories: Observation, Interaction, Navigation and Perspective-Taking 
 
Prior to the activity, students research the history of the Barrio del Cabanyal and the community 
member’s fight against the extension of Blasco Ibáñez Boulevard up to the sea. Students then 
prepare a questionnaire for the neighbors, find and visit the neighborhood and observe the area 
that the City Hall is planning to destroy. Students should pay special attention to the architecture 
of the buildings scheduled for demolition. Is it worth keeping the Cabanyal untouched? Should 
Blasco Ibáñez Boulevard be extended up to the beach? Students should formulate their own 
opinion and explain whether their opinion should change if they lived in the area and why. 
 
 

 


